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About This Content

Note! You can purchase only 1 Pack of the same value to 1 Star Conflict account.
Note! Refund is not provided if you purchase 2 different packs, which include the same ship or you already have the ship from

the pack!

Includes:

Unique pirate-themed fighter "Shark" 6 rank

Unique pirate-themed interceptor "Grim" 8 rank

Unique pirate-themed frigate "Phoenix" 8 rank

"Black Label" 10 unique stickers

"Jackpot" 15 000 Galactic Standards

"License to Kill" A month of Premium subscription

"Captain's Cut" Permanent credit reward bonus +10%

Unique patterns "Titan" and "Cerberus"
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Pirate ships have stronger main weapons and more powerful capacitors, which is important for potent frigates as well as for
agile fighters and interceptors.

Premium ships
All premium ships don't need repairs. Such ships have "Elite" status — maximum battle parameters and increased free synergy

production. All premium ships have unique appearance and are shipped with maximum synergy.

You save time and head into battle right away!

Unique stickers — An excellent opportunity to stand out among mercenaries.
Galactic standards — a special in-game currency that can be purchased for real money. With it, advancing in the game is

made easier and more comfortable.
Premium license grants all pilots greater rewards for each battle.

In addition, pilots get more credits vouchers for completing contracts!
Pilots who receive premium licenses from command master new ships faster due to increased synergy gain in combat.

And when the battle ends, pilots with a premium license have two bonus attempts at trophy search — this means that the chance
of getting new unique equipment becomes higher!

If you purchase multiple DLC, bonuses to credits, synergy gain are added to each other. Together, they provide a
greater bonus!

Premium license time and Galactic Standards are also added!
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I haven't played it for long since when I tried to customize a unit you can only really change the colours, and the models only
come in different gun presets, if you are expecting anything like the spaceship version but just TD styled, you are greatly
mistaken, the only customization here are stats and colours.. A great way to support the devs, plus the music is absolutely
amazing! Thank you so much Team Nekojishi, as cliche as it sounds, this game has done a lot for me. I doubt my story is
interesting to anyone, but Nekojishi has actually helped me a lot with coming to terms with being gay. Personally, I live in an
accepting enviornment, but my family is the one thing that kinda kept a constant fear on me, plus stereotypes. It may be stupid,
but Laio felt sincere and very relatable, and this simple story kinda helped me come to terms with that I'm not a dissapointment
(entirely), or a bad person. It, really did help me a lot. I wish I could do a lot more to help, just thinking about this game has me
in tears. I really mean it from the bottom of my heart when I say thank you. Now I'm extremely happy with my boyfriend of 7
or 8 months :)
PS: Shu-Chi will always be best boy <3. This game is amazing. (if you have someone to play with)

It's one of the few co-op asymetrical vr games available and if that is what you are looking for I highly recommend it.
The art style is cartoony but in a charming way. Doesn't seem to have much of a story but I don't feel that hurts the experience
much given the type of game it is.

The platforming is fairly solid on controller, it's fun in the more hectic levels to take leaps of faith trusting your friend to be
done placing the block before you land. In VR its fun troubleshooting on the fly how to help your friend get over the various
obstacles. Communication felt more important in this game than it has felt in most multiplayer games i've played lately, which is
a good thing.. Just download WinDVD. simple and minimal to play but so fun lol
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I can't get a good feeling on my T500RS wheel but it seems good graphically. not ssure it's worth the \u00a330 but it is a good
ssim with good potential. Let me start by saying there is a lot to like about this game. I like how challengin it is early on and how
careful you have to be in how you manage your colony. And the story is very interesting, unfortunately you have basically no say
in how it really unfolds.

I didn't think this was the case at first. Many of the descisions you make clearly effect things like morale, the health of your
colony, and so on. But for me part of the fun of a game like this is seeing what happens when you go back and make different
choices. My first game I lost pretty early on. The second time, I make it to the end and won. So I went back to play a third game,
to see what paths the different choices led me down. And this is where the game let me down.

As a heads up there are some spoilers for the early game here.

One of the early decisions in the game is wether or not to risk getting a reactor, which you need to power your base, but is
damaged and leaking radiation. Having won the game once, I wanted to challenge myself, and see how long I could keep the
base going without getting the reactor. I was enjoying the challange, until a story event happened. An explosion in the reactor I
didn't have. The worse part is the mechanic of the game was clearly going to force me to either go get the reactor, or loose. But
having a scripted event happen, that didn't reflect the current state of my base. And suddenly it was no longer fun.

All the decision I had made on my first play through no longer felt like they mattered. The game presents you with several moral
choices, ask you to decide wether you will turn your security force into a secret police that crushes any dissent, or try and retain
a semblance of law and order. And although you often see your choices reflected in the systems of the game, the moral level for
instance, if it's not reflected in the actual story you are told, what's the point?

The characters are intereseting, and the early game seems to promise the chance to learn more about them. When I won the first
time I assumed that I had just missed opportunities to learn more about their past, and to trigger other story lines. Maybe I did,
maybe I didn't. But I can't say I'm interested in going back anymore because now I'm spending lots of time clicking through lots
of text I've already read, in hopes of find another story line.

It's a wordy game, and that's not a bad thing. But if you're going to ask your player to read that much and offer all these choices,
then they need to be able to effect the narative. Otherwise, you should just make a graphic novel, and not bother trying to make
it a game.. This is a good platformer. I guess you could call it a puzzle-platformer, but to me the issue is more one of reflexes
and timing than figuring out the puzzles in switching colours. Aesthetic starts off very industrial & raw which is contrasted very
nicely in the different worlds in the game.. A nice and fun puzzle game! Simple but difficult. 10\/10. runs like absolute crap
8fps while odyssey gets 60fps wtf if anyone knows a fix please let me know. nice game you get to create stuff then destroy it.
U.S. Corps '42 is a challenging campaign, mired with scripts, spelling mistakes and gamebreaking scenario writing.

I enjoy Panzer Corps, however this DLC is not very fun. The player has very little control over the missions. And, while
continuously complimented by the big brass, actually gets addressed with suicide objectives (which change mid-scenario). One
is outmanned, outgunned and outflown by enemy planes that appear out of thin air (due to the small maps).

Prepare to save-scum through this chore\/campaign. Replaying whole scenario's, because of certain unexplained scripting one
couldn't expect. It's a shame, for this is the very start of the 3 DLC U.S. Corps campaign. The later 2 DLC, which I have no
intent on grabbing, are said to be even more difficult. I generally don't mind it, however, artificial difficulty (through scripts &
limited control) is an abhorrence.

This one is a NO from me. Get the Soviet DLC instead.. Basically a fun game and a nice idea, but with problems, which are
needed to be fixed.

Pro:
+ funny idea
+ many objects to model the house
+ the futher u go the more diffrent kind of characters will visite ur house

Con:
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- often stops working (about every 30min.)
- when in building mode u cant move the screen around, so u need to leave, reposition it and then reenter the mode
- cant use old scares after gaining a new one
- cant mute game in main menu
- cant move items once placed or rotate them

Except for the crashing, its not to bad, but there are still many things disturbing the gameplay. Maybe the bugs and little
problems are going to be patched sometime in the future. But at the moment its not the money worth.. Awesome game: highly
recommend to fans of classic 90's platormers. Music is ace, graphics are endearing and there's a great sense of humour
throughout.. Not sure about the price, double the price of GOI and pogostuck with less content than the latter. But the game is
good. If you're bad at platformers and\/or get mad easily it might not be for you, for speedrunners though it's very good. Steam
needs more games in this genre.
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